INVISI-GUARD
IMPREGNATING SEALER
SPECIFICATIONS: Slightly milky white when applied, but dries nearly invisible when properly
applied.
FINISH: Nearly invisible
CLEAN-UP: Soap and water
VOC = <100
FLASH POINT: ABOVE 200 degrees
SHELF LIFE: Two years minimum when stored at room temperature, and unopened.

DESCRIPTION: Invisi-Guard Impregnating Sealer is a high quality Penetrating & Impregnating
Sealer, that provides the highest degree of stain resistance with it's "Unsealed Look". Never before has a
high grade one step multipurpose impregnating sealer been available as a water based product. No heavy
solvent odors. Just apply and let Invisi-Guard, and wipe the surface dry.. It will impregnate and protect
your fine stone products, and it is breathable. Meets all VOC regulations.

USES: Use on Unglazed tile, tumbled stones, limestone, polished marble, travertine,
flagstone, cement, paver tiles, natural stones, grout, polished
granite, stucco, brick and slate. This is an indoor/ outdoor product.

LIMITS: Do not use Invisi-Guard as a pre-grout sealer if you intend
to use any other sealer after grouting. Invisi-Guard provides
a serious barrier that blocks gloss sealers from proper adhesion.
Only use this product when you want to maintain the "Unsealed Look".
Do not use below 45 F. or above 90 F.
DIRECTIONS: First be sure surface is clean, dry and free of other coatings. Apply with sponge,
roller, brush or sprayer. Do not leave puddling.
Let the surface dry. Apply a second coat after 30 minutes at normal temperatures (70-85 degrees). If any
sealer remains on surface; buff dry with a clean rag.
Always test invisi-guard on an uninstalled sample to determine suitability. Penetrating/ impregnators are
reactive products, and you should TEST before using. Invisi-Guard may slightly darken or lighten the
suface.

COVERAGE: Invisi-Guard will cover between 200-1000 sq. feet per
gallon. Each surface differs in it's porosity which affects the
amount of sealer used.
CURING TIME: Invisi-Guard Shows great rejection shortly after
the surface is dry, although total curing time is 24 hours.

SEALANT LIFE: The protection should last up to 10 years, although
traffic, weather or extreme cleaning may significantly shorten protection. Periodicly test with sealer for
absorption. If any is detected; re-coat.

NOTICE: Our only obligation shall be to refund purchase price or

replace any of our product proved to be defective. Beyond the
purchase price of materials supplied by us, we assume no
liability for damages of any kind, and the user accepts the product
"as is" and without warranties either expressed or implied.
The suitability of the product for an intended use shall be
solely up to the user.

SHIPPING: Class 55 for water based paint and related products.
STORE: above 40 F. DO NOT FREEZE.
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